Dancing To Start At Nine O'clock
This evening the Frothingham will be held in the Copley Plaza Hotel. The reception will start at eight, but dancing will not be begun until nine o'clock, thus enabling all fraternity men who desire to be present an opportunity to attend their own meetings and to endeavor to form a closer feeling of comradeship between those whose aim and ideals are much the same.

T. C. A. SOCIABLE
Prof. Derr To Give Illustrated Talk Friday Evening.
The T. C. A. is planning to give the second of a series of sociables to be held during the year. The sociable planned for will be held Friday evening in Huntington Hall. Previously the T. C. A. has always had its informal gatherings in the Union, but on this occasion, Huntington Hall has been selected.

The feature of the sociable will be an illustrated talk on "A Trip Through Scenic America," by Prof. Derr. Arrangements are being made for several attractive numbers to complete programs of the evening. Professor Derr will announce full details and the right arrangements of these will be made later in THE TECH.

CHESS TOURNAMENT
Upper Classmen Defeated By Lower Classmen By Large Score.
On Saturday evening the upper classmen were defeated by lower classmen in a Chess Tournament held in the gym and at 19, 912, 5 2: 1914 and 915, 9 1-2. The Sophomores and Freshmen won all but one of the matches, which was a draw.

The contest between Paris '14 and Saladin '16 was quite close. It seemed at first as if the game were going to Paris but Saladinia executed a clever checkmate. Jones '14 and Woodbridge '16 had a hard fight. At beginning Jones had the advantage, but Woodbridge came strong at the end and the game finally resulted in a draw. Johnson '15 lost to Baxter, Weaver '14 to Desire '12, and Neuman '15 lost to Kingpin '17. Sears '15 and Snyder '16 had a rather close game, but Sears lost on queen near the end, which resulted in his defeat.

FRESHMAN BASKETBALL TEAM VICTORIOUS
Strong Oliver Ames High School Team Loses Interesting Game 37 To 20.
In a close, fast game the Freshman Basketball Team defeated Oliver Ames High School at North Easton Saturday evening by the score of 37 to 20. Much credit devolves upon the Freshmen, as Oliver Ames has always put a fast team in the field, and this year's five is in all respects up to the average. Truitt, well known as a basketball official throughout the state, refereed the game and gave it his opinion at the finish that Tech '91's team could defeat any High school quintet in Massachusetts.

1917 got the jump at the start and scored four baskets from the floor before their opponents found themselves. The rest of the half was even between the two teams, both excelling in their passing. The full ended with the score tied at 13 in favor of the '97. The second half was more one-sided, the Freshman guards keeping the Oliver Ames forwards so well covered that the latter were forced to try long shots in their attempts at the basket, thus keeping the Freshmen at will on all positions on the floor. Of the eight baskets scored by Rausch, seven were from deep outside.

Malloy and Captain O'Brien, Cawlin and Gokey played well for the Freshmen.

HOCKEY PRACTICE
The Hockey Team held its last practice at the Arena and there was a record attendance of candidates. The men were divided into four teams, and each team played a practice game with the Pilgrim A. C. Rogers, Chifford, and Haskell. The last year's squad, acted as coaches.

CALENDAR
Monday, December 8, 1913
8:00—Southern Club Dance—Copley Hotel
Tuesday, December 9, 1913
5:00—Banjo Club—26 Lowell
8:00—Boston Scientific Society
585 Boylston Street
Wednesday, December 10, 1913
1:00—Winter Concert Ticket Sale—Union
7:00—Hockey Practice—Arena

The Pennsylvania reports that the chances for a wrestling team this year are particularly bright.